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The Dirt Man, is the center piece to the first BOP Art series currently under development. This art is design to allow the observer 
to observe. Who is the dirt man? An artistic expression of a humanity living in sand castles on beaches and drink dirty-muddy 
drinks in a world where the wave of the ocean inevitability take and give. Are we all made of dirt? Can you see the dirt on you or 
just others? Is the beach beautiful? This BOP Art is meant intrigue the observer to be an empty cup and observe without jugdment 
or learned knowledge.   

Bio
Art is my first language. For more than a decade I lost my voice. FrFr, I am thankful for it all; God, childhood, father, 

husband, US Army combat service, business professional, artist, ups, downs etc. All of which has come to pass in one form to 
another, lol. Oneself is all that remain beyond the fig leaf. Life and balance are the same. As I speak again. I pray that my voice is 
found in good nature and that my voice is allowed resonate love, prosperity and community into eternity. Am I the artist? Am I 
the medium? I like to believe that I have composed much in life, not all. 

BOP Art is a new approach to art that allows multidisciplinary artist and multiple artist  to originate, create and 
distribute. BOP Artist are multidisciplinary artist who applies a knowledge of technology and art to originate, create and 
distribute. This new approach has coined the phrase "This art is boppin." BOP Art takes us beyond the first dimension of body, 
cloth, stone, metal and oil used since the earliest forms of Art. The voice of the BOPArtists is amplified with the combination of 
business practices, social technologies (tecnologias sociales) and art (arte). What will BOP Art do for the artist? What social 
experiences will the BOP Artists create for the observer (ox-observer experience)? What social 
interactions will the BOP Artists create for the observer (oi-observer interaction)? What social process will BOP Artists 
create for the observer (op-observer process)? How will BOP Art affect the art world?Are we on the cuff of the Information Age's 
emergence of BOP Art as a natural childbed of renaissance in the World Art? Will BOP Art name San Antonio, Texas 
as its very own place of birth?

BOP Art Application: When the observer will experience the "Dirt Man" concept in several different forms and 
presentation when the interaction of tapping into the NFC function with a smartphone is performed with this artwork. 

Keep reading there's more



WXYZR Inc
social technology company 

 a social technology company that develops hardware and software solutions for everyday interactions and process in 
society. A cornerstone social technology is near field communication (NFC). BOP Art applies creative ways to embed NFC 
technology into the artwork. This technology is the primary bridge used to initiate the primary social interactions between 
the observer and the art i.e. exchange of information such as public information, graphics, music, video, interactive reality 
experience, and initiate applications. 

BOP Art is a new approach to art that allows multidisciplinary artist and multiple artist  to originate, 
create and distribute. This new approach has coined the phrase "This art is boppin." 

BOP Artist are multidisciplinary artist who applies a knowledge of technology and art to originate, 
create and distribute. 

T.A.P i.N

Technical Access Point Information Network

Utilizing scientific design language and advertising principles pioneered by artist such as Paula Scher, the TAP-iN delivers a 
new consumer facing accessible language. This design guides the user to tap the NFC reader of their mobile device to the 
center. This design can also be recognized by consumer of low vision disabilities.    

*This NFC technology is embedded into the
canvas of BOP Art.

Keep reading there's more



Public Art  Concept

Public Information

Front View Side View
with Solar light with Solar lightBasic

Front View

Live View 
at the Pearl Brewery Campus

The Public art concept is a interactive way to enhance the 
downtown experience. This project is currently under 
development and seeking funding support. 

3D printed at local print farm. 

Tap-In Sticker

Design to be quickly and easily applied to surfaces such as table tops, bar, desk, 
doors and display windows in the downtown area.

Keep reading there's more



The New Book Mark

This new design is meant to encourage the use physical books by serving 
as a bookmark and holder for smart phone while reading.

*Locally manufactured in San Antonio
*More information coming soon to www.bopart.com

Keep reading there's more



Covid-19 Awareness Ribbon Worksheet 
Directions:
1. Complete the Covid-19 Awareness Ribbon with any combination awareness ribbon color(s).
2. Complete the Covid-19 Awareness Ribbon with a special name(s) and color pattern of

awareness colors that are meaningful to you.
3. Write an essay or story about the Covid-19 Awareness Ribbon or the color pattern design

you have created. Why  did you create the color pattern?

COVID-19 BOP Art Project
This project is design to raise awareness to the novel coronavirus-19 and its impact on the world. The implementation of 
BOP Art will compose a interactive experience that will aplifiy the effectiveness of expression and public awareness. 

*This project is intended to primarily engage with the Independent school districts of San Antonio.
*This project has public artwork statue currently under design.
*The entire project is currently under construction and seeking funding. 



Covid-19 Awareness Ribbon Apparel
The polka-dot pattern represents all the existing awareness ribbons and the equilateral impact of the 3-11-2020 world 
wide pandemic on all health conditions.

www.covid19awarenessribbon.com 



1.



2.



Covid-19 Awareness Ribbon 
Essay or Short Story 

3.



• D.R.I.P Collection = Do Right In/a Pandemic
• 03-11-2020 = This is the date that the World Health Organization declared a global pandemic.

 Urban Apparel 

Basic Design
Apparel comes in all colors and size.

www.covid19awarenessribbon.com

www.covid19awarenessribbon.com



Professional Apparel

www.covid19awarenessribbon.com



Thank you for your participation and support. 

www.covid19awarenessribbon.com

contact us @

SPONSORS
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